
Turkish IMO Team Selection Test 1997

First Day – April 12, 1997

1. In a triangleABC with a right angle atA, H is the foot of the altitude fromA.
Prove that the sum of the inradii of the trianglesABC, ABH, andAHC is equal
to AH.

2. The sequences(an), (bn) are defined bya1 = α, b1 = β ,

an+1 = αan−βbn, βn+1 = βan+ αbn for all n > 0.

How many pairs(α,β ) of real numbers are there such thata1997= b1 andb1997=
a1?

3. In a soccer league, whenever a player is transfered from a teamX with x players
to a teamY with y players, the federation is paidy−x billions liras byY if y≥ x,
while the federation paysx− y billions liras toX if x > y. A player is allowed
to change as many teams as he wishes during a season. Suppose that a season
started with 18 teams of 20 players each. At the end of the season, 12 of the
teams turn out to have again 20 players, while the remaining 6teams end up
with 16,16,21,22,22,23 players, respectively. What is the maximal amount the
federation may have won during the season?

Second Day – April 13, 1997

4. A convexABCDE is inscribed in a unit circle,AE being its diameter. IfAB= a,
BC= b,CD= c, DE = d andab= cd= 1

4, computeAC+CE in terms ofa,b,c,d.

5. Show that for each primep≥ 7, there exist a positive integern and integersxi ,yi

(i = 1, . . . ,n), not divisible byp, such that

x2
i +y2

i ≡ x2
i+1 (mod p), wherexn+1 = x1.

6. If x1,x2, . . . ,xn are positive real numbers withx2
1 + x2

2 + · · ·+ x2
n = 1, find the

minimum value of
n

∑
i=1
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x1 +x2+ · · ·+xn−xi
.
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